Abstract— The usage of dynamic languages is increasing among developers. As components are static entities, the usage of scripting languages, which are usually dynamically typed and interpreted, would bring flexibility in the development of components allowing component reconfiguration and adaptation at runtime without needing either to recompile the component code or to restart the application. This paper presents a general approach for creating adaptable components by using dynamic scripting languages combined with component models. This concept has been implemented and validated in two different contexts: in the OSGi platform and in a Fractal-like approach.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Component Based Development [27] [35] promotes the reuse and integration of existing software components for assembling applications. Many components models, such as EJB [34], CCM [26] or CCA [9] are conceived for specific purposes, while others such as Fractal [6] are intended to be generalist. For these models, the life cycle of the application is handled by different actors following successive stages such as development, testing, assembly, configuration, deployment, execution and even monitoring (e.g. online diagnosis). The maintenance of component based applications may eventually involve operations of reconfiguration and adaptation of components. This process of reconfiguration consists of changing property values of components or changing the application architecture for redefining the connections between components.

The adaptation is usually the replacement of a component by another one that may provide and require different contracts than the replaced component. This adaptation can possibly require the disconnection of a component from the application to transfer its current state to the new component and then connect it to other application components. Usually, the adaptation operation requires stopping the application as well as resuming the life cycle from the assembly phase. Dynamic adaptation [7] [19] consists of introducing changes in the application during its execution without completely stopping the application. One of the delicate points of dynamic adaptation is the state transfer of a component to another when state comprises objects that are difficult to transfer such as a socket or a thread execution stack.

Adaptation is becoming a common requirement in the life cycle of applications for which their designers are looking for properties such as sensitivity to environmental changes (context-awareness) [13] or autonomic properties (self-*) [20]. The latter generally requires dynamic placement of probes in the software during operation or also changes in the dynamics of the self-management rules. The adaptation has to meet various constraints such as security, reliability, completeness and error recovery, which must take into account the possibility of turning back in the case where the adaptation can not be completed successfully.

Scripting languages [1] offer the strong capability of changing an application during its execution. They are used in various contexts like server side programming; dynamic generation of HTML pages; GUI programming; dynamic invocation of remote services; programming process flows and work flow scripts, and so on. The brevity and simplicity of writing programs makes scripting attractive [31] to the eyes of novice developers and business experts (who are not necessarily software engineers). A language paradigm index [36] based on search engines shows an increasing trend on dynamically typed languages. Other evidences of such trends are the revival of dynamic languages by academics [28] and also an industry shift towards such languages, as seen in the Java platform with the standardization of a scripting API (JSR 223) [18] which has been integrated into Java 6. A Virtual Machine project [11] focusing on extending the JVM for better efficiency of dynamic languages will introduce extensions in upcoming versions of the Java platform. In the .NET platform there is also an official effort called Dynamic Language Runtime [24] aiming to facilitate the integration of dynamic languages into the Common Language Runtime.

The property in which we are interested in this article is that these languages allow incremental programming during the execution of the developed application [32]. The developer can address simple aspects of application evolution without going through the whole process of the traditional iterative cycle development-testing-deployment-execution. However, we do not state here that such traditional models are bad or have to be replaced by a dynamic approach. We rather defend Meijer and Drayton’s idea [25] of using such dynamic languages when necessary in a given context. In the context of dynamic adaptation, the incremental programming provided by scripting languages is of major interest. It allows the evolution of application code (functional or non-functional) and relieves the designer from the often ad hoc mechanisms for transferring state and restarting components whose behavior (functional code) has been changed. Moreover, it
variables. behavior (method updates) as well as adding or removing the evolution and changes in the components' internal facets and receptacles, while the internal adaptation allows support of external and internal adaptation at runtime. The components.

To do this, we have to look at the impact of using incremental programming with components models. We revisit two components models recognized by relation to inputs herein described: Fractal [6] defined by the OW2 consortium, and Declarative Services (DS) [30] specified by the OSGi Alliance.

This article is structured as follows: Section 2 presents our proposal for extensions using scripting languages on component models. Section 3 presents FractScript1, a Fractal-like implementation of a component model for the development of component primitives with scripting languages. Section 4 presents SOSOC2 (Service Oriented and Script Oriented Components) which extends OSGi’s service oriented component model (Declarative Services) by adding the support of scripting languages for programming services. Section 5 shows a performance evaluation of our scripting approach. Section 6 highlights related work and, finally, Section 7 concludes with some perspectives.

II. PROPOSED APPROACH

Existing component models are mostly based on the notion of type, on common design patterns and in principles like inversion of control. The type of a component is often linked to its facets (provided interfaces) and receptacles (required interfaces). The factory is responsible for building the instances of a component type while the typing ensures the appropriate binding between components and also their correct substitutions. The controllers allow the machine that executes the model (runtime) to control these instances. The notion of service contracts [2] reinforces the typing and allows the decoupling and the brokerage of components.

Our proposal looks to revisit these notions in the context of scripting languages to allow a more generic support of external and internal adaptation at runtime. The external adaptation allows the evolution and changing of facets and receptacles, while the internal adaptation allows the evolution and changes in the components’ internal behavior (method updates) as well as adding or removing state variables without impacting the value of existing variables.

A. Controllers

The external and internal adaptations are driven by four controllers, which are depicted in Figure 1: FacetController, ReceptacleController, ScriptController and PropertyController. These controllers should be exposed by the target component model container. Thus they can be present either as a replacement or as an extension of existing container mechanisms.

The FacetController allows the addition and removal of facets to a component instance. The properties of a facet are used when the model supports brokering. The method setFacet can also change an existing facet by adding and removing interfaces in a facet signature. The handler of the setFacet method specifies an object for dealing with the call of the method when not implemented by the script or when an exception is thrown. For better illustrating, we take the example of the FractScript implementation seen in Figure 2. The HttpServletHandler instance (line 6 of code snippet) is responsible for handling such errors if a non implemented method is called, for example Servlet.init(), which is not present in the script definitions in Figure 2. In that example, only the service(req,res) method is defined for the component, as defined in the parameter script of line 8 and redefined in line 14. If no handler is available and a non implemented method is called, the exceptions are propagated to the scripting engine.

The ReceptacleController allows the addition and removal of receptacles in the component instance. Like the facet, the method setReceptacle allows the addition and removal of interfaces in a receptacle. The filter of a receptacle is used for facet searches when the model supports brokering (like in OSGi Declarative Services) and specific property attributes help locating the appropriate service. The filter may be a boolean expression or an integer expression on the facet’s properties.

The boolean expression eliminates facets failing to evaluate the expression while the integer expression performs a ranking among several candidate facets. Some component models targeting the OSGi platform, like ServiceBinder [8], Declarative Services [30], FROGi [12] and iPOJO [14], for example, indicate if the binding of a receptacle to a component facet is mandatory or optional. The binding makes the life cycle of the component dependent on the presence of that linkage, respectively having its state as active or passive depending on the presence or absence of the linkage. This behavior can be specified by defining the controller transitions based on customizable dependencies of a component with its environment.

The ScriptController allows to incrementally evaluate any script that uses a scripting language supported by the execution environment (i.e. usage of the underlying scripting engine). These scripts or script fragments generally contain the definition of the functions corresponding to the operations of facet interfaces. In other words, it is possible to dynamically add code to existing components. The script can also contain declarations of variables which allow you to add state variables. The method evaluateScriptText can be invoked several times in succession to add the definition of new operations or to replace the current definitions of existing operations. The

1 http://svn.felix.objectweb.org/viewvc/felix/sandbox/donsez/fractscript/
2 http://svn.apache.org/viewcvs/felix/sandbox/donsez/sosoc/
reset method removes the definition of the operations, variables and their states.

The PropertyController allows the addition and removal of properties in the component instance. These properties are manipulated in the form of variables in the script. The controller also queries and positions the value of a property. The changing of a property value can cause type conversion errors if the language structure does not support the type of the new value or if the scripting language does not support variable type changes.

The changing of a property value can cause possible introduction of errors in the architecture when using these operations. The architecture must be checked dynamically after each mutation in order to prevent that.

C. Prototypes

Generally, component models use instantiation principles from class languages: the instances of a component are created by a factory associated with the type and the implementation component. Instances of a component have the same type and same functional behavior throughout their lifetime. For our approach of evolving components, from the viewpoint of type and behavior, a component factory can not keep this role. It is replaced by a factory prototype. In our context, a prototype is a pattern of components having an initial type (its facets and receptacles), an initial behavior (i.e. script run at instantiation) and an initial list of controllers. The type and behavior of each instance can mutate independently by the action of the controllers on the instance. The controllers can also be added or removed throughout the lifetime of a component instance.

Open questions that we have not addressed yet are the evolution of the factory prototype and component instantiation by cloning existing instances. The former would allow evolving all instances of a component which have been created from a given prototype component together. While the latter would allow duplicating the internal state and behavior of an already established component, while using in the new instance the same facet and receptacle bindings that exist in the component to be cloned.

III. FRACTSCRIPT

FractScript is an implementation of our proposition that uses a Fractal-like approach. Fractal [6] defines a framework for building applications using a component model that supports the creation of hierarchical compositions. The Fractal design framework provides an API allowing the definition of types of components, the fabrication of instances from these types, the configuration of these instances and the connection between them. A Fractal component provides and requires functional interfaces, which are related to the application’s logic and are in the form of server interfaces (i.e. facets) and client interfaces (i.e. receptacles). The component also provides a set of control interfaces called controllers.

The list of control interfaces includes, among other things, an interface dedicated to the life-cycle management (LifecycleController), the linking of client and server interfaces between instances of components (BindingController) and control of content (ContentController) in the case where the component is a composite. An interface dedicated to the configuration of attributes (AttributeController) is equipped with accessors and modifiers in the form of setXX / getXX where XX is the name of the attribute.

Several instances of a Fractal component can be created from a factory associated to a type of component. The Fractal specification has been the subject of

```java
interface FacetController {
    String[] getFacetNames();
    void setFacet (String name,
                    String[] interfaces,
                    Handler handler);
    String[] getFacetInterfaces(String name);
    Map getFacetProperties(String name);
    void removeFacet(String name);
}

interface ReceptacleController {
    String[] getReceptacleNames();
    void setReceptacle (String name,
                        String[] interfaces,
                        String filter,
                        boolean multiplicity);
    String[] getReceptacleInterface(String name);
    String[] getReceptacleNames();
    void removeReceptacle (String name);
}

interface PropertyController {
    String getPropertyNames();
    Object getProperty(String name);
    void addProperty(String name, Object val);
    void removeProperty(String name);
}

interface ScriptController {
    void evaluateScriptText(String text);
    void reset();
    void setLanguage(String language);
    void setLanguage(String language);
}
```

Figure 1. Controller interfaces
implementations in Java and other languages. Examples of these are Julia, AOKell, Fractal / Proactive, Fractalk and Cecilia.

```java
Figure 2. FractScript example
```

One of the primary objectives of our proposition, FractScript, is the usage of primitive components developed with scripting languages in Java implementations like Julia and AOKell. FractScript completes the base membrane of scriptable component-based controllers with the four controllers described in the previous section: `LifecycleController`, `FacetController`, `AttributeController`, `BindingController`, `PropertyController`. These controllers may also interact with other Fractal controllers (e.g. `LifecycleController`, `FacetController`).

The script of each component contains a variable that references the FractScript context giving access to the 4 controllers, as shown in the example code of Figure 2. The schema presented in Figure 3 provides an illustration of FractScript’s binding steps that take place in the code snippet from Figure 2 where the statements and corresponding line numbers can be seen in each step.

The current implementation of FractScript is limited to the scripting languages with engines compliant to the Java Platform scripting API previously mentioned. Script interpreters, also called engines, are accessible from Java context allowing it to execute scripts. This solution is not limited to the scripting API which is available in Java 6. Code using previous Java platform versions could also execute scripts by using a Java Native Interface (JNI) that provides scripting engines like Mozilla JS DLL for JavaScript in Windows.

The membrane component of FractScript is based on a Java dynamic proxy. It implements several synchronization policies between alternative controllers.
The factory prototype is currently implemented. Each scripted component instance can also be created from a blank prototype (having just the FacetController). The current implementation handles the controllers as facets for simplicity and unification. Each instance of a FractScript component has its own Type object that can evolve depending on the handling of the FacetController and ReceptacleController controllers.

IV. SOSOC

A second implementation of our approach, called SOSOC (Service Oriented and Script Oriented Components), was built targeting the OSGi Services Platform [30]. The OSGi specification provides a framework for the implementation and dynamic deployment of components and services. Initially conceived for building home automation gateways, this specification is also used for the development of modular Java applications such as Eclipse plugins and the core of several Java EE application servers (e.g. JOnAS 5, Weblogic, Glassfish 3). In OSGi’s vocabulary, components are called bundles, which are regular jar files, like any ordinary Java application. The main difference between a regular jar file and a jar that represents an OSGi bundle lies in the jar manifest file, which holds attributes specific to the OSGi framework like required packages (type dependencies), provided packages, bundle vendor, bundle description and so on.

Application development with OSGi follows the principles of service-oriented programming [3], which allows the construction of applications from weakly coupled software entities and possibly using third party code. These entities, called services, offer functionality that is contractually described. The OSGi service contract is a set of Java interfaces qualified by key/value pairs enabling service filtering. The contract allows the selection of services relevant to the application. Brokering and binding are performed just at the time of use (late binding) and any service instance can be replaced by another implementation of the same contract. In OSGi, the code in the application components (which can themselves provide services) refers directly (i.e. without a proxy) to the objects implementing the services, thus a service method invocation is done without any extra overhead.

Services are considered as independent because the initiator of the application using services has no control over their administration. In addition, the life cycle of services is not necessarily synchronized with the application’s lifecycle. In these conditions, dynamic service-oriented programming presumes that new services can appear while the application is running and that services that are being used may temporarily or permanently disappear, before the completion of the application.

The handling of such dynamicity is performed by the developer and is a task that frequently leads to errors. The OSGi specification, release 4, has introduced a model called Declarative Services (DS a.k.a SCR for Service Component Runtime) [16], largely based on ServiceBinder [8]. DS helps to address the management of dynamic connections to required services and the life cycle which is based on the presence or absence of the required mandatory services. In this model, the provided and required services are immutable and implemented in the Java language (as any other standard OSGi service).

SOSOC uses our proposed approach adapted to the concepts of OSGi’s Declarative Services, enabling the development of dynamic service-oriented components using scripting languages. Component instances are created from the XML description file for a prototype component, as seen in the example depicted in Figure 4.

```xml
<component name="Sample.SOSOC.Component" xmlns="http://www.osgi.org/xmlns/scr/v1.0.0" xmlns:sosoc="http://felix.apache.org/xmlns/sandbox/sosoc/v1.0.0">
  <sosoc:implementation language="javascript">
    <![CDATA[
      // a Java reference to the bundle context
      var bdlcontext;
      // the Java reference to the HelloService
      var service;
      // Command functions
      function getName(){
        return "hello";
      }
      function getUsage(){
        return "invoke a HelloService";
      }
      function getShortDescription(){
        return "hello " + msg;"
      }
      function execute(commandLine, out, err){
        if(service!=undefined){
          msg=service.sayHello(commandLine)
          out.println(msg);
        }
      }
      // Binding/unbinding functions
      function bindHelloService(hs){
        service=hs;
      }
      function unbindHelloService(hs){
        undefined is null in JavaScript
      }
      // Lifecycle functions
      function activate(componentCtx){
        bdlcontext=componentCtx.getBundleContext();
        java.lang.System.out.println("call activate() function");
      }
      function deactivate(componentCtx){
        java.lang.System.out.println("call deactivate function");
      }
    ]]></sosoc:implementation>
    <provides
      service="org.apache.felix.shell.Command"/>
    <property value="service.pid"
      name="sample.command.pid"/>
    <property value="category"
      name="command"/>
  </component>
</sosoc:implementation>
```

Figure 4. SOSOC example
The component instance registers a service into the OSGi platform. These interfaces can be added or removed from the service by manipulating the FacetController. The four controllers are available from the component (functional code) through the context object. The component container is realized by means of a Java dynamic proxy available as a service registered in the OSGi platform. It shares part of its code with the implementation of FractScript and also relies on the Java 6 scripting API. Changes on the required service and controller are notified to the other application components via the service catalog of the platform. The addition of a new interface requires that the current service proxy be unregistered from the OSGi platform so the service consumers can release their references to the previous proxy, a new dynamic proxy is generated with the additional interfaces and then re-registered in the platform. The previous proxy is invalidated (i.e. new calls to its methods will fail since it is no longer valid), allowing to find stale references [16], if any. An interface withdrawal does not require proxy regeneration, since modifying the objectClass property associated with the service registration in OSGi is enough. This brings the advantage of not losing the service’s internal state, which is not the case in a regular OSGi service update. An invoked method which is not present in the given service registration would raise a NoSuchMethodException.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

The usage of scripting languages has surely a performance penalty due to its interpreted nature. For that reason we wanted to evaluate that in one of the two propose solutions by comparing it to similar component approaches in the Java platform that are not built on top of scripting languages. In order to do so, we have performed a microbenchmark (run on an Intel Centrino Duo T2400 1.83 GHz, 2GB of RAM, WinXP Operating System, Java HotSpot Client Virtual Machine 11.0-b16, mixed mode, sharing), which is available online (svn://scm.gforge.inria.fr/svn/aofractal/JACBench), to evaluate the performance of calling a set of methods with different signatures in FractScript server components, on regular Fractal components, direct Java method calls, calls on static proxies, and calls on dynamic proxies. For these last three (presented in lines 1, 2 and 6 of Table I, respectively) there was no component model involved. Table I shows the measurements of the same microbenchmark that was perform in the different scenarios previously mentioned.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of method call</th>
<th>Time (ns/call)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Java direct</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Java static proxy</td>
<td>203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 AOKell Spoon (Fractal)</td>
<td>234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 AOKell AspectJ (Fractal)</td>
<td>781</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Fractal (Java)</td>
<td>1250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Java dynamic proxy</td>
<td>1640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 FractScript/javascript</td>
<td>8188</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FractScript’s flexibility has a performance tradeoff, as shown in the microbenchmark. The individual usage of Java’s dynamic proxies already shows a significant overhead, as seen in line 6. Since FractScript combines that approach with script interpretation, this naturally leads to a result (line 7) with much more overhead and being significantly slower than lines 3 to 5, which measured Fractal implementations (http://fractal.objectweb.org/).

VI. RELATED WORK

The idea of using scripting languages in CBSD is not new. Nierstrasz et al [29] use a scripting model for binding the relationships between components. In that work, the scripts themselves are also considered as components encapsulating functionality that can be used in other scripts. Similarly, different scripting languages can be used as glue code in the Bean Markup Language (BML) [10], a declarative language for the composition of JavaBeans.

FScript [15] is a scripting language dedicated to the specification and consistent reconfiguration of Fractal component assemblies. SAFRAN (Self-Adaptive FRActal compoNents) is used as a language support to achieve self-adaptive aspects on Fractal components. The scripts can be modified dynamically from the console. However, the FScript language remains dedicated exclusively to the adaptation of components.

XPDL [38] (XML Processing Description Language) and BPEL [4] (Business Process Execution Language) are workflow targeted languages which use the flexibility provided by scripting languages. External scripts (e.g. written in JavaScript) can be defined in XPDL as part of a process and be invoked. BPEL has its own scripting language (BPELScript) based on an XML schema, allowing to write or to generate activities.

Microsoft’s Windows Script [23], formerly called Scriptlets, allows to easily instantiate reusable COM components by using scripting languages, such as JScript or VBScript, supported by the Windows Script Host. Component properties and its script implementation are defined as an XML file which can be registered as a component.

LOOP (Lua Object Oriented Programming Model) [22] provides a component model for Lua [17], an extensible dynamic language. The composition in LOOP is also based on Facets and Receptacles, which are its basic set of ports. Templates specify the set of ports provided by a component, which is instantiated by a Factory that is constructed based on the component’s template.

The CoSi component model [5] is another recent component model approach built on top of Java that similarly to our work takes advantage of a dynamic language (Groovy) for addressing component substitutability.

SCA [33] (Service Component Architecture) allows modeling components and applications that use a Service-Oriented Architecture. SCA deals with heterogeneous components which may even be implemented in a scripting language. Such scripted components can be defined in an extension of SCA’s Service Component Definition Language (SCDL). The Apache Tuscany [37] SCA implementation allows components implemented in any language supported by Java’s Scripting API. That approach remains static in terms of component typing (required and provided services) and behavior.
VII. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

Dynamic language usage is increasing in the software industry. Advantages brought by these languages such as easier hot swapping of code and rapid prototyping can be used for dynamic adaptation in software component models. In this article, we have looked at the impact of the usage of scripting languages on concepts for control and type instantiation attached to sample components. We revisited two recognized component models in relation to proposed extensions: Fractal, defined by the OW2 consortium, and Declarative Services, specified by the OSGi Alliance. This has resulted in two implementations: FractScript and SOSOC. Although such an approach brings significant flexibility for dynamic adaptation in component based applications, the utilization of scripting languages has performance costs, which have been analyzed and shown in the results of the microbenchmarks that we have performed.

Next directions to this work would be evaluating the usability of components with scripted applications: the autonomic managers and the mediation architectures in areas such as Machine-to-Machine (M2M) [21]. In both areas, components mainly target event-oriented filtering and pattern recognition of periodic events. The approach we propose is planned to be evaluated in the context of the OW2 AspireRfid middleware (http://aspire.ow2.org/) where the components using this approach would provide reconfigurable and dynamically deployable rules based on scripting for handling application events triggered by tag scans and sensor measurements (e.g. a given tag scanned when the temperature was above a certain temperature would trigger an event which would be delegated to a script).

Another perspective of this work is the use of scripting components to support dynamic architectures. The idea behind this is to describe different possible changes and to conduct operations means of dynamic languages, allowing the modification of the rules governing the architecture running an application without being forced to restart it. Other implications (e.g. system stability, bugs) as a consequence of supporting such dynamic evolution during execution was kept out of the scope of this paper, but are of major importance and should be taken into account in future work.
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